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TIPS & TRICKS

Q

How can I add additional data to existing business partners or products (For example, new dunning
data, additional descriptions, or additional plants for products)?

A

In the mass maintenance or mass processing apps (F2505 and F1686A) it is possible to add additional data for existing
records. You can use the file upload capabilities of these SAP Fiori apps. To add additional rows in the uploaded
spreadsheet you can use the column _ACTION_CODE to add or delete entries. To make things simpler, you should use the
Export Master Data app to download a file with the records you want to change. The column _ACTION_CODE is already
part of this file (hidden column B in all dependent tables).

See this blog for more details and best practices (written for the On-Premise version): https://blogs.sap.com/2019/07/26/sapmdg-mass-processing-extend-feature-_action_code/
It is also possible to insert more than one entry for the same key. But in some cases there are some dependencies, which
could lead to errors.
Example: You want to insert more than one partner function in table KNVP or WYT3 for the same customer/vendor. If you
have problems, please split the file into two files with separated partner functions and upload this data in several steps.

Q

How can I load a high volume of data?

A

In general you can use the Import Master Data app using Office Open XML files (For example, created by Microsoft Excel).
But this data format has high memory usage when parsing the data on the application server. Depending on the records
(specifically, the number of included tables in each record), you should not upload more than 5.000 records in one file.You
can split the data into separate files and/or use the compressed CSV file format to save memory. For data migration
scenarios you should use ETL tools to fill the source tables directly on database level.
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Q

How can I change a field, that is not selectable as a scope field?

A

For Mass Maintenance not all fields can be selected into the scope. SAP chose fields based on best practice and some
technical restrictions. If you are sure, that there are no issues expected in changing such a field, you can use the following
workaround:
1.) Use the Export Master Data App to export the relevant records into a spreadsheet file
a. Add your fields into the export scope
b. Select any other field from the same table (or other table) into the export scope, which can be selected as
scope in the Mass Maintenance App
c. Select the records you want to change
d. Export to a file
e. Make the relevant changes in the file
2.) Start a new Mass Maintenance or Mass Processing process
a. Use the File Upload option in the start screen
b. Upload the exported file
c. In the Scope step you will find the additional field(s) you selected, but not fields that are not allowed for the
scope
d. Run the process
e. After activation the system will apply all data you have (including the changed values from your field(s),
even they were not part of the scope)

Q

Is there another option to define the data to be changed, instead of exporting the complete list of
records and table rows?

A

As of SAP S/4HANA 1809 we provide the feature Dynamic File Upload. This allows you to define the data to be changed
using a special syntax in the upload file.
Example:
Select all business partner in Germany and assign a new role.
You can find examples and the complete documentation here:
https://help.sap.com/viewer/6d52de87aa0d4fb6a90924720a5b0549/1809.latest/enUS/b88b952ac8d441e4adfffb255b55aa7a.html
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KNOWN ISSUES

Q

Some changes in the file are not considered when running a mass change

A

This could happen in the following situations:
1.) You tried to add additional table rows to an existing record. In this case you have to use the column
_ACTION_CODE with value I to insert a new row (see FAQ topic in section Tips&Tricks)
2.) You tried to change a key field. In this case you have to delete and insert a new row (For example, if you want to
change the ID number for an existing business partner)

Q

Errors due to invalid source IDs

A

The system expects, for some fields, the format stored in the database, for example, leading zeros for numeric business
partner IDs or product IDs. If you skip these leading zeros, the records are not identified correctly.
This issue could happen, if you try to open and edit a CSV file in Microsoft Excel. This may lead to a deletion of the leading
zeros.

Solution: Use always text format for your files and check for all IDs, if they have missing leading zeros.

Q

I want to change decimal values using file upload and get errors or warnings (For example, rounding
problems, to many decimal places)

A

You should always use . as a decimal separator. When using Microsoft Excel to modify the data, it could happen, that the
data in the file has a wrong format. The system will try to correct this, but in some cases this will lead to warnings or errors.
SAP S/4HANA customers can implement SAP Note 3062104 to improve this behaviour.
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Q

Errors in file upload

A

When using Microsoft Excel to change data, it could happen, that after changes, there are still invisible rows existing. Please
try to delete complete rows and columns or save the data into a new file.

Q

Import Master Data app: Import needs long time, or there are memory or application server errors

A

When trying to upload a file using Office Open XML (For example, created by Microsoft Excel), the data amount could be
very high and requires memory on the application server. When the memory limit is reached, there will be an error. You
should not upload large amounts of data using Office Open XML format (recommendation: not more than 5.000 records per
file). For larger volumes you should load separate files or use a compressed CSV file format to save memory. For data
migration scenarios you should use ETL tools to fill the source tables.

Q

Export Master Data app: Export needs long time, or there are memory or application server errors

A

When trying to export a file into Office Open XML (For example, created by Microsoft Excel), the data amount could be very
high and requires memory on the application server. When the memory limit is reached, there will be an error. You should
not export large amounts of data using Office Open XML. You should export the records in separate files (by defining
another selection) or use compressed CSV file format to save memory. As of SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2108 and SAP S/4HANA
2021 it will be possible to export specific tables instead all data from all tables. This will also limit the data amount.

Q

Error “Initial value for field …” when starting a mass process using file upload

A

You tried to upload a file in mass processing or mass maintenance, but the system raises errors due to initial values for one
or more fields. This could happen, if there are line breaks (CR/LF) in spreadsheet files. Please remove all line breaks before
uploading the file. This could lead to corrupt data. In some cases the errors appear in the validation step.

Q

Error like “Process template missing …” when starting a mass maintenance process

A

For using the Mass Maintenance app on SAP S/4HANA there is some configuration required. Please check the following
configuration steps: https://help.sap.com/viewer/8308e6d301d54584a33cd04a9861bc52/2020.002/enUS/76512c1eb88d416a87952d72672954d0.html
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